Extended Pill information
(March 2017)
How can I change my bleeding pattern on the combined pill?
Who is this information for?
This information is for women taking a 21 day combined oral contraceptive pill
(containing both oestrogen and progestogen) who are interested in controlling how often
and when they bleed.
This information is not appropriate for all types of pill, for example if you are using Dianette
(Co-cyprindiol), phasic pills (different coloured pills in the packet) or women taking
extended dose (ED) combined pills that come in 28 day strips (these contain 7 sugar pills
for example Microgynon ED).
What happens when I take the pill in the usual way?
When you take the combined pill it prevents ovulation (the release of an ovum or egg
from your ovaries). There are also some changes in the lining of your uterus (womb) in the
3 weeks that you take the pill. When you stop your pill for your 7 day break the withdrawal
of hormones allows the womb lining to break down so you have a period-like bleed. If
you don’t have the 7 day break, the lining of the womb remains unchanged (blood does
not build up).
If you do not want to have a bleed every month you can safely extend your pill taking
and have fewer withdrawal bleeds. If you do this correctly, the pill remains as effective.
Can I run two strips together?
This would give you 7-8 withdrawal bleeds each year instead of 13. Take 6 weeks of pills (2
foil strips in a row) then have a 7 day break. During the break you will usually have a
bleed. After your 7 day break start a new strip on the same day of the week as you
started the previous strips.
Can I run three strips together?
This would give you 5 withdrawal bleeds a year. Take 9 weeks of pills (3 foil strips in a row)
and then have a 7 day break. During the break you will usually have a bleed. After your 7
day break start a new strip on the same day of the week as you started the previous strips.
Can I take my pill continuously?
Take your pill continuously until you have bleeding for 3-4 days then stop the pill (provided
you have had at least 21 days of continuous pill taking). You only need to be off the pill
for 4 days but this does mean restarting your pills on a different day of the week so you
may prefer just to have the 7 day break. NEVER be off your pills for more than 7 days.
I have been taking the pills like this and I have some bleeding. What do I do?
This is not usually harmful, and if you have not missed pills or taken a break longer than 7
days, your pill will still be effective. Continue with your pills in the way outlined above. If
your unpredictable bleeding persists, please contact us for advice and to discuss whether
you need tests or a change to the way you take your pill.
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